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Abstract
As a genre, hip hop music has faced heavy criticism for its supposed glorification of drug
and alcohol use, criminal activity, and misogyny. Hip hop also has a rich history of advocating
for social justice and relating black experiences. Much of the literature has focused on addressing
one or the other narratives in its analysis. Due to these different perspectives and the fact that hip
hop is one of the most popular genres of music today, I seek to uncover the themes present in
popular hip hop music through a content analysis of the lyrics of songs. I collected a random
sample of 150 songs, selecting ten songs at random from the ten most popular hip hop albums of
each year from the period 2003-2017. Each song was qualitatively analyzed for its themes, and
the themes I found fit into three categories. The first category is “the traditional script,” relating
to how hip hop has been criticized, including themes like criminal activity, threatening violence,
and misogyny. The second category is “counternarratives: themes of marginalization,” which
relates to hip hop’s social justice history, with themes such as threat of violence, incarceration,
and racism. Lastly, there are “neutral” themes like family and love. Overall, the prevalence of
themes matched well with previous literature, with new findings suggesting significant
interconnections between “the traditional script” and the “counternarratives.” These findings
support the idea that expressions of crime, violence, and drug use are often symptoms of
perceived structural oppression and social inequality.
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INTRODUCTION
As a relatively new grassroots movement emerging in the 1970s after the 1950s-1960s
protest era, hip hop has a tradition rooted in social commentary and was created by black and
brown people. Now, hip hop is part of the mainstream music industry, and its music often leads
the top charts. Since its conception, hip hop has faced controversy and criticism. Two main
narratives about hip hop have been prevalent: the traditional script and the social justice
narrative. Backlash against hip hop has produced the traditional script, where hip hop is
criticized for glorifying drug use, crime, misogyny, and material wealth. The social justice
narrative, on the other hand, focuses on hip hop’s positive contribution to justice movements and
its use in expressing experiences of injustice and oppression. In this research, I analyze a sample
of 150 popular hip hop songs from 2003-2017 for the themes relating to the scripts. I focus
especially on the interconnections between the two scripts, highlighting how themes of the
traditional script may represent reactions to the realities of injustice that are themes in the social
justice counternarrative.

LITERATURE REVIEW
The Origins of Hip Hop
The beginnings of hip hop can be traced to the streets of New York in the 1970’s (Rose,
1994). Many credit Jamaican-born DJ Kool Herc as the pioneer of hip hop (Hip Hop for Change.
2013; Universal Zulu Nation, 2016; Zuberi, 2008). As a DJ, or disc jockey, Herc combined
tracks together to create background beats. While DJ’ing for his younger sister’s birthday party
in New York’s South Bronx in 1973, 23-year old DJ Kool Herc innovated a new turntable
technique, emphasizing drum breaks, which now constitutes the basis of the background beat in
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hip hop music. By playing the break portion of two identical records consecutively, DJ Kool
Herc stretched the drum break and found that the crowd went wild. His new style was soon
imitated by other DJs in New York City. From these drum breaks, the term breakdancing was
created, to account for the style of dancing accompanying the music. The style of speaking
rhymes over the background beats of hip hop music which is now known as rapping has its
origins in emcees. In the beginnings of hip hop, emcees were the people that introduces the DJs
and continued to hype up the crowd (Universal Zulu Nation, 2016).
Hip hop incorporated other cultural aspects though; since it was initially understood as a
broader cultural movement, it involved more than music. Universal Zulu Nation, an international
hip hop awareness group, outlined the five elements of hip hop as 1) graffiti, 2) emcee, 3) DJ, 4)
b-boy/girl, or breakdancing, and 5) knowledge (Universal Zulu Nation, 2016). Rap music today
is the most well-known aspect of hip hop music, and it is a combination of the two elements
emcee and DJ, with emcee constituting the word flow and rhyme of rapping, and DJ meaning
how tracks get played together to form the background beat. Graffiti is the artistic expression of
hip hop culture in writing and drawing on public spaces. B-boy/girl are people who do
breakdancing, which is the physical expression of hip hop in unique dance, and it was originally
used as a way to “battle” rivals on the dance floor without resorting to violence. The final
element of hip hop, knowledge, refers to consciousness and understanding of social issues and
your social location (Universal Zulu Nation, 2016). At its origin, hip hop artists created music
that combined traditionally African-American forms of music like jazz, soul, and reggae, and the
music was often played at jam sessions, where youth gathered peacefully to enjoy music and
express themselves. Artists often used their music to speak out on social ills, like urban poverty
and racism. Thus, the origins of hip hop music are rooted in African American youth’s
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expressions of the realities of their lives, which sheds light on the genre’s reputation for speaking
on issues of justice and oppression.
All About the Money
Hip hop music has evolved over the years, and one major change has been the entry of
big business in the industry. Having started as an urban movement on the streets of Harlem and
the Bronx, hip hop music is now estimated as a multi-billion-dollar industry (Charnas, 2010). In
the 1980’s, the “distribution deal” was introduced in the industry, marking the start of the first
hip hop labels. Major record labels saw the potential of the hip hop industry and began to invest,
leading to joint ventures in the 90’s where major labels partnered with smaller ones. Now, the
three big record labels Sony, Warner, and the Universal Music Group own almost all the smaller
labels (Coward, 2015). Independent record labels still operate, which are generally defined as
labels operating without the funding of any of those major three companies, and they generally
allow artists more freedom. There are incentives to sign with major labels, though, the major one
being distributive power, but many popular hip hop and rap artists opt for independent labels for
the greater freedom of artistry and decision-making.
A main problem with the corporatization of hip hop music is the incentive to produce
music that fits certain discourses. Michel Foucault in The Order of Discourse (1970) defines
discourse as ways of constituting knowledge, imbibed with power relations that can attach to
strategies of domination. Popular discourse in our culture is that black men are criminals,
predators, and thugs (Smiley and Fakunle, 2016). If these stereotypes are prevalent in hip hop
music, which is one of the most popular places of black representation in the media, then people
may listen and just confirm their stereotypes. Although many would point to biological and
cultural explanations for these stereotypes, often there are real corporate pressures in the record
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label industry that push artists to convey these messages in their songs, rather than political and
social messages. Another reason is that the major record labels have financial ties to the private
prison industry, due to common shareholders (Sandman, 2013). Emphasizing a narrative that
black men are criminals justifies their mass incarceration, which also brings the labels more
profit.
There is intense economic pressure to put out music that fits corporate interests. Rappers
that come from economically disadvantaged backgrounds have even more incentive to do so, a
reality that is disproportionately true for black artists. In fact, as Coward (2015) points out, hip
hop artists in the 1990s flocked to the commercialization of the genre, seeing it as a sign of
cultural legitimacy and upward mobility. The willingness of companies to invest in hip hop in
the 80s and 90s showed artists that it was a genre increasing in power, and that it was a
legitimate avenue for success. Hip hop artists often talk about the problem of “selling out,” or
releasing their creative freedom as rappers in order to make more money with bigger record
labels. Record labels also may encourage a stereotypical narrative because it is popular,
especially with white listeners (Powell, 2000). Before the 1980s, rap music’s listeners were
mostly black and Latino, but as the genre increased in popularity, it gained popularity not just
within those groups but also with white adolescents outside the inner city (Rose, 1994). In her
study on differing perceptions of rap music based on race, Rachel Sullivan (2003) found that
white listeners were less likely to have a high commitment to rap music, listening more because
of a good beat rather than to hear any messages within the songs. White listeners were also more
likely to distance themselves from the artists’ experiences, othering them as “someone from the
hood.” This demonstrates that white listeners perceive a social distance between the experiences
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of rap artists and themselves, and their othering of the artists shows that they may buy into
stereotypical narratives.
Hip hop activists have fought back against hip hop’s commercialization, calling for a
remembrance of the true history of hip hop music, which is rooted in activism. Within the hip
hop community, criticism has grown that recent artists have lost the original social justice
message of hip hop and have turned to focus more on possessions, money, and sex (Powell,
2000). One activist group, The Hip Hop Movement, aims to re-connect R&B, hip hop, and antiracist activism (Rabaka, 2013). Other local hip hop groups such as Hip Hop for Change in
Oakland, CA, take on the task of re-establishing hip hop in a positive light, promoting artists that
share their real lived experiences and social justice messages (Hip Hop for Change, 2013).
Previous Research
Multiple studies have done content analyses of hip hop lyrics searching for themes
related to social justice (Martinez, 1997; White, 2009, Weitzer and Kubrin, 2009). In her study
on lyrics in the music of political and gangsta rappers from the late 1980s to early 1990s,
Martinez (1997) found “key themes of distrust, anger, resistance, and critique of a perceived
racist and discriminatory society.” While Martinez’ study uncovered general messages of
resistance and critique of society, other studies focused on the social justice topics the artists
addressed in their music. White’s (2009) content analysis examined the popular messages and
themes in songs from 1993 to 2008. In her sample, White found themes that are relevant to
messages of social justice, including a) material wealth and deprivation, and b) threat of
incarceration and violence. She also found themes that might support an argument that hip hop
music conveys messages of anti-justice, including the themes of a) homophobia, and b)
degradation of women. Other themes she found could support either argument: a) female and
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male anatomy, b) heterosexual acts, c) illicit drugs and liquor, d) dance, e) the “n” word, and f)
religion.
The narrative of hip hop music as glorifying themes of injustice also influenced the type
of themes researchers examined. In their study on misogyny in rap music, Weitzer and Kubrin
(2009) found that misogyny was present in 22% of the 403 rap songs they sampled from all rap
albums 1992-2000 that attained platinum status. Weitzer and Kubrin chose this time period
because it had not been previously researched, and they began in 1992 because it was when the
genre “gangsta rap” began to flourish, a genre with a reputation for misogyny. Their sample
ended in 2000, a crucial year marking a move toward more commercialization of the hip hop
genre (Weitzer and Kubrin, 2009). The authors found five themes of misogyny in their songs: (a)
derogatory naming and shaming of women, (b) sexual objectification of women, (c) distrust of
women, (d) legitimation of violence against women, and (e) celebration of prostitution and
pimping (Weitzer and Kubrin, 2009). In her article for Between the Lines News, Cannick (2006)
discussed the problem of homophobia in hip hop music, calling out the hip hop community’s
silence on the topic, and arguing that hip hop’s silence normalizes the exploitation of women and
gay people. In White’s (2009) study, homophobia was not a statistically prevalent message in the
rap songs; however, hypermasculinity and descriptions of heterosexual acts were prevalent,
which perhaps points to a problem of heteronormativity in rap music.
Researchers have also examined hip hop artists’ responses to the Black Lives Matter
movement, mass incarceration, and Hurricane Katrina (Peisner, 2016; Tibbs, 2015; Kish, 2009).
In Tibbs’ (2015:228) research “Hip Hop and the New Jim Crow: Rap Music’s Insight on Mass
Incarceration,” hip hop artists used “victim-based testimony” to give insights on the problems in
the criminal justice system, including lack of accountability, unethical and biased defenders,
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judges, and prosecutors, and excessive use of force. He argued that these testimonies provide
relevant bottom-up critiques of mass incarceration that should supplement academic critiques
such as Michelle Alexander’s book The New Jim Crow. In Rolling Stones, Peisner (2016) argued
that recent hip hop artists’ responses to police shootings and the Black Lives Matter movement
constitute a new protest era of hip hop. After the shootings of Alton Sterling and Philando
Castile, artists like Jay-Z, Beyoncé, Snoop Dogg, and Swizz Beats wrote songs mentioning the
shootings, attending protests, reading victim names at concerts, and donating money to Black
Lives Matter causes. Even so, many of the artists speaking out on the shootings previously had
been apolitical in their songs and public appearances. Peisner noted that these artists’ established
notoriety might have allowed them to make politically-charged statements without facing
damning backlash. One historical event that hip hop artists have responded to in their music is
Hurricane Katrina. Kish (2009:672) in her article “My FEMA People: Hip-Hop as Disaster
Recovery in the Katrina Diaspora,” suggested that a specific form of “Katrina hip hop” emerged
out of the “backlash against the unnecessary suffering experienced by hurricane victims and
institutional failure to serve Katrina diaspora.” These studies show that hip hop has had a history
of activism and challenging social structures.
Previous literature also has commented on the application of hip-hop music in teaching as
well as counseling (Burns, 2017; Washington, 2018). Burns’ (2017) article “Hip Hop,
Responsive Teaching, and Social Justice: Poetry Louder than Thunder” discussed how hip hop
music might be used in secondary school social science classrooms. Burns argued that hip hop
has a foundation in knowledge of self and of society, which is not unlike sociological knowledge
of the connection between the individual and social structures. So, hip hop can be an engaging
way to increase students’ literacy in engagement in civics, current events, cultural history, and
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activism for social justice. Washington (2018) in his article “Integrating Hip-Hop Culture and
Rap Music into Social Justice Counseling with Black Males,” similarly considered hip hop’s
social justice foundation as the reason for hip hop’s application to individual counseling sessions
with black male clients. In particular, Washington found that hip hop’s expression of
experiencing social injustices and hyper-criminalization as black men could be useful to
encourage vulnerability of clients.
Perceptions of Hip Hop
Hip hop music is hugely popular. In 2017 it was the year’s most popular genre,
constituting 24.5% of all music consumption, measured by audio and video streams and album
sales (Caulfield, 2018). Despite its overwhelming popularity, hip hop music faces heavy
criticism. Negative stereotypes about rap or hip hop are common, with most associating the
genre with heavy drug use, violence, crime, sexism, and laziness. Seventy-one percent of U.S.
respondents agreed that rap has a negative impact on society in a 2008 poll (Pew Research
Center, 2008). With such widespread negative ideas about rap’s impact, I find it imperative to
discover what hip hop artists are really expressing in their songs. Although the impact of rap on
society cannot be determined by analyzing the content of its lyrics, a lyrical analysis of hip hop
music sheds light on whether or not narratives about hip hop music are supported by the actual
content of the songs. If the lyrics do not support the negative stereotypes about hip hop music,
then that shows that the negative perceptions of rap music could be about something more
nefarious than an understanding of the content of the music. In a study using a representative
sample from the U.S., negative attitudes toward rap were found to be associated with both
negative stereotypes of black people as well as discrimination against blacks (Reyna, Brandt, and
Viki 2009). People’s racial biases then may be part of the explanation for the negative perception
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of hip hop music, as hip hop as a genre is often associated with blackness, has a history of
expressing black experiences, and has a majority of black artists.
The negative perception of hip hop could also be partly explained by the understanding
that messages of social justice and protest challenge the status quo. Rose (1994:100-101) in
Black Noise: Rap Music and Black Culture in Contemporary America, says that “rap music is, in
many ways, a hidden transcript”- she calls rap music “a contemporary stage for the theater of the
powerless.” The idea of a hidden transcript is that rap music uses cloaked speech and disguised
cultural codes to challenge power inequalities and to communicate subversive discourses. Rose’s
comment on hidden transcripts also reinforces the importance of understanding the cultural and
historical context of hip hop music, as some messages in the songs may be hidden by context and
cultural code.
The theory of stereotype threat could also help explain the negative perception of hip
hop. Stereotype threat posits that people who are exposed to negative stereotypes about
themselves may then live up to the expectations of the stereotype, often without even
recognizing it themselves (Steele, 1997). If the stereotype of hip hop artists is that they glorify
violence, criminality, drugs, and sex, then individual hip hop artists may mold their music to fit
the stereotype.
It is also possible that hip hop does glorify negative behavior like criminal activity or
drug use. The origins of hip hop in expressions of the urban, poor, and often black experience
may help explain these patterns. In an urban poor environment of the inner city, often people
have few viable options for legitimate success. There are few good jobs available, education is
not fully funded, and there is little representation of legitimate opportunities in the job market in
most people’s social circles. This may lead people to find success in the only avenues they see
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available, like in selling drugs. Routine activities theory (Cohen and Felson, 1979) demonstrates
how spatio-temporal factors affect an individual’s decision to commit a crime. For crimes to be
successful, there needs to be a motivated offender, a suitable target, and an absence of capable
guardians. Poor urban environments have greater opportunity for crime due to motivated
offenders who cannot find monetary success in legitimate jobs, and they have suitable targets
with greater concentration of people and criminal hotspots.
Negative themes of criminal activity, drug and alcohol use, and violence must be
understood in the context of themes relating to justice. Negative behaviors, like drug use or
criminal activity are a response to a negative reality, not a result of a bad culture of urban
communities. Hip hop artists’ may use these topics as a method of dealing with the realities of
their lives in an urban poor environment which gave them few other options, due to concentrated
poverty, racism, and other structural factors. This suggests that themes seen as negative, like
criminal activity, are directly connected to themes that talk about structural conditions of
marginalization.

METHODOLOGY
Sampling Scheme
I collected data from Billboard’s Year-End Top R&B/Hip-Hop Albums from 2003-2005
and Billboard’s Top Rap Albums from 2006-2017. My sample is taken from the top ten albums
in each year-end chart. Since I am sampling from the top charts, the songs are representative of
the music that is listened to most widely. I define what songs fit into hip hop music based on how
they are categorized in music charts, because this is the most accessible definition of the genre
for most listeners. I chose to use Billboard, a well-known media brand and magazine, because
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Billboard’s charts are extensive, reputable, and are used by other scholars conducting content
analyses (White, 2009). The reason for sampling from both the R&B/Hip-Hop and from the Rap
charts is because in 2006, Billboard began differentiating between R&B and rap albums in their
charts. For the first three years when they are not differentiated, then, I used my own informed
knowledge as well as the Wikipedia websites for each album to distinguish between the rap and
R&B albums and then excluded the R&B albums from my sample. Additionally, I excluded from
my sample EPs, which are usually a compilation of a few singles, and I excluded soundtracks to
movies. By excluding these types of albums, I ensured that the focus is on full-length artist
albums, in order to maintain a consistent unit of analysis. Billboard charts define popularity of
albums “based on key fan interactions with music, including album sales and downloads, track
downloads, radio airplay and touring as well as streaming and social interactions on Facebook,
Twitter, Vevo, YouTube, Spotify and other popular online destinations for music”
(Billboard.com, 2019). Since the top charts are based on popularity by year, the charts for one
year may include albums released in different years. To ensure that my sample is an accurate
depiction of the most popular albums and songs people were listening to that year, I have kept
albums in my sample that may not have been released the specific year that my sample is taken
from. To make sure I have 150 different songs, though, I excluded albums from my sampling
frame that were part of the sampling frame of a previous year.
With a list of the top ten albums from each year, I took a simple random sample from all
the songs in those albums. I chose to sample from albums rather than songs for comparison and
replication purposes, because much of the literature I read also sampled from albums (Weitzer &
Kubrin, 2009; White, 2009). To take a simple random sample, I assigned each song in the ten
albums a number and then plugged all the numbers into a random number generator. I took ten
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songs from the ten random numbers sampled for each year, so that for each year I had songs to
analyze. For my sample, I excluded any songs under two minutes, which excludes most intros,
outros, and interludes, because I want to make sure my sample consists of only substantial tracks.
I also excluded songs labeled “bonus tracks” because I want all songs to be from the original
album. Overall, with ten songs from each year over the 15-year period of 2003-2017, my sample
has a total of 150 songs. See Appendix A. for a full list of the songs included in this analysis.
Lyrical Analysis and Themes
In order to find themes, I analyzed the lyrical content of the songs, because lyrics are the
most explicit way to convey clear messages in a song. I used the lyric website Azlyrics.com
because this website has an extensive library of song lyrics. I copied and pasted the lyrics from
all songs in my sample into a Word document. After printing out the document, I read through
the lyrics of the songs looking for themes. While reading the lyrics, I made sure to listen to the
songs to ensure that the lyrics matched the song, and to listen for any other qualitative data, like
samples or lyrics sung or rapped by another artist. Before reading through the lyrics, I made a
working key with the themes that I found in the literature. As I read the lyrics and found more
themes that appeared in multiple songs, I added those themes to the key as well.
My content analysis is based on qualitative research of the lyrics of songs, but the
research will provide quantitative data as I recorded the frequencies of each theme, and the
percentage of songs with each particular theme. The qualitative data supplement my findings
with relevant examples.
Scripts in Hip Hop Music
A key motivation for this project is to understand why there are such differing
perceptions of hip hop music. While some perceive hip hop as a significant force for change and
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justice, others believe hip hop music encourages bad behaviors like drug use and violence. These
differing perspectives fit in with certain scripts surrounding hip hop music. For this project, I call
the script that emphasizes hip hop’s negative influences “the traditional script.” The script that
focuses on hip hop’s positive influence in social justice and change is deemed “the
counternarrative.” Each script expects certain themes to be prominent in the music, so I coded
the themes I found as belonging to each script. I also coded for themes that are “neutral,” which
are themes that do not fit either category. The following key shows how the themes fit into these
three categories, with seven themes in each category. Themes without an asterisk denote themes
taken from the literature or previous studies. Those themes with an asterisk are new themes that I
found myself: Emotional Vulnerability, under Counternarratives, and Love, under Neutral
Themes. Included with each theme is a relevant example of a chosen lyric from a song in the
sample to give a better idea of what the theme entails.

COUNTERNARRATIVES IN HIP HOP MUSIC
Table 1. Key of Themes
KEY
The Traditional Script
Theme
threatening violence

misogyny: objectification, naming and shaming
misogyny: predation and violence
ego; flaunting wealth or possessions
criminal activity/ "thugging," "trapping"
drugs and alcohol
homophobia and transphobia

Example
"I promise I'll kill ya and that's a fact" (Birdman & Lil
Wayne, "Army Gunz")
"That's why bitches get fucked, then turn around and get left.
Somebody need to teach them less talk, more sex" (YG,
"Really Be (Smokin N Drinkin)")
"I hate your f***in guts you f***in slut I hope you die"
(Eminem, "Puke")
"I got so much money on me, I'm looking thug in the
Bentley…I'ma million dollar n***" (Rick Ross, "Im a G")
"Crack rock, I sold that" (ScHoolboy Q, "Break the Bank")
"I take grams of coke, mix it with lactose, that's what I do!"
(50 Cent, "Stretch")
"You "so bitch" that your parents probably think they got a
daughter" (Jadakiss, "Shoot Outs")

Themes of Marginalization
"You never know when deaths coming all you hear is
gunshots" (G Unit, "Footprints")
threat of violence
difficulty of life in "the streets", "ghetto",
"Once upon a time in the projects yo…my uncle got stabbed
"projects", or "the hood"
to death" (The Game, "Ol' English")
"You swear these n***** is dangerous the gangsta shit they
sayin'/ Lock 'em up in the booth with a half a ounce of that
cannabis" (T.I., "Watch What You Say To Me")
threat of incarceration
"But come to think about it I can't even count the days that I
spent starvin' tryin' to find some decent housing" (B.o.B.,
"So Hard to Breathe")
material deprivation
"Who's that peeping in my window, wow, the Feds on me
now, they know when I'm sleeping, they know when I'm
wake, I know they got my phone tapped" (50 Cent, "Ski
Mask Way")
threat of police
"So many prisons with n****s in there and the system keep
playin' them…Now n****s faith on the shelf, 'cause of the
cards that a n**** was dealt" (T.I., "Prayin for Help")
racism
"Cause everything that bothers me I got all bottled up"
(Eminem, "Say Goodbye Hollywood")
emotional vulnerability*

material wealth; fame
sex
family
dance /club
the "n" word
religion

love*

"Neutral" Themes
"Yo, did I chase the glitz and glamor, money fame and
power" (Nicki Minaj, "Dear Old Nicki")
"Baby you my lady, come and get on top of me" (Soulja Boy
Tell'em, "Yamaha Mama")
"Mama's always gone, and she never met her daddy"
(Ludacris, "Runaway Love")
"I'm gon hit the club man, I'm gon get some love" (OutKast,
"Last Call")
"Ya'll my n*****" (Nas, "Ya'll My N*****)
"Let me cut the music down so the Lord can hear! Psalm 27,
ink tatted in my arm" (Rick Ross, "I'm Only Human")
"I need you to hold me down, through every altercation/ I put
no one above you, mm-mm I love you" (50 Cent, "Hold Me
Down")

*themes emerging from songs, not previously noted in the literature
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Coding Themes
The themes criminal activity/ "thugging," "trapping” and difficulty of life in "the streets",
"ghetto", "projects", or "the hood" include words in quotation that correspond directly with
words artists use in their music. “Thugging” is used to describe criminal activity and is often
associated with black males in a derogatory sense. The meaning of the word is disputed, and
some artists reclaim the word to celebrate blackness, unassociated with criminal activity. To
account for this reclaimed use, I coded “thugging” under the criminal activity theme only when it
was apparent the artist was using it in a way to describe criminal activity. “Trapping” is another
word that is used to signify criminal activity, especially selling illicit drugs, so I also coded this
word under the criminal activity theme. For the theme difficulty of life, artists used various
words to refer to urban poverty, including “the streets,” the “ghetto,” the “projects,” and “the
hood,” so I looked out for all these words in my coding of the theme.
I coded for two separate themes of misogyny based on severity. Drawing on Weitzer and
Kubrin (2009), I used similar categories of misogyny, reduced to two categories. Misogyny:
objectification, naming, and shaming includes less directly serious cases, such as using the words
“bitch” and “hoe” to refer to women, discussing women solely in terms of their value in sex, or
shaming women for their sex life. Misogyny: predation and violence includes more serious
cases, such as threatening women with violence or rape. I also coded for two themes of violence
based on the subject. For the theme threatening violence, the artist themselves threatened other
with violence or rapped about their violent acts. For the theme threat of violence, artists
acknowledged a threat of violence in their communities or to them personally.
For a theme to be recorded in the song, it had to be present only once. This way, any
mention of a theme in the verse of the song was not missed. Relating back to Tricia Rose’s
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(1994) notion of “hidden scripts” in rap music, this methodology brings light to verses that
communicate important messages but may easily be washed out in the whole of the song.

DATA
Overall, the data show similar frequencies among all three thematic categories, but the
themes in the traditional script had the highest frequency, with a total frequency of 262 counts of
the seven themes over all 150 songs. The counternarrative had the next highest total frequency at
186, and the neutral themes had a total frequency of 179, with both theme categories having
seven themes each.

Table 2. The Traditional Script
The Traditional Script
Theme
Frequency (out of 150 songs) Percentage of songs with theme
drugs and alcohol
69
46%
misogyny: objectification, naming and shaming
66
44%
ego; flaunting wealth or possessions
38
25%
threatening violence
35
23%
criminal activity/ "thugging," "trapping"
33
22%
misogyny: predation and violence
11
7%
homophobia and transphobia
10
7%
Total
262
100%

In the thematic category of the traditional script, the theme with the highest frequency, as
well as highest frequency over all the themes categorized, was drugs and alcohol. The theme of
drugs and alcohol was present in sixty-nine of the songs, or 46% of the sample. The next most
frequent theme was misogyny: objectification, naming, and shaming, which was present in sixtysix of the songs, or 44% of the total 150 songs in the sample. Then, ego; flaunting wealth or
possessions was present in thirty-eight songs, or 25%, threatening violence was present in thirty-
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five songs, or 23%, criminal activity/ “thugging,” or “trapping” was present in thirty-three songs,
or 22%, misogyny: predation and violence was present in eleven songs, or 7%, and homophobia
or transphobia was present in ten songs, or 7% of the total songs.

Table 3. Counternarratives: Themes of Marginalization
Counternarratives: Themes of Marginalization
Theme
Frequency (out of 150 songs) Percentage of songs with theme
threat of violence
44
29%
difficulty of life 'on the street'; 'ghetto', 'projects',
'the hood'
30
20%
emotional vulnerability
30
20%
material deprivation
25
17%
threat of incarceration
24
16%
threat of police
20
13%
racism
13
9%
Total
186
100%

Out of the seven themes in the category counternarratives: themes of marginalization, the
theme with the highest frequency was threat of violence, which was present in forty-four songs,
or 29%. The second and third-most frequent themes were difficulty of life on “the streets,”
“ghetto,” “the projects” or “the hood” and emotional vulnerability, which were both present in
thirty songs each or 20% of the songs. Next, material deprivation was present in twenty-five
songs, or 17%, threat of incarceration was present in twenty-four songs, or 16%, threat of police
was present in twenty songs, or 13%, and finally, racism was present in thirteen, or 9% of the
songs.
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Table 4. “Neutral” Themes

Theme
sex
material wealth; fame
the "n" word
family
religion
love
dance /club
Total

"Neutral" Themes
Frequency (out of 150 songs) Percentage of songs with theme
54
36%
52
35%
22
15%
18
12%
16
11%
9
6%
8
5%
179
100%

In the “neutral” themes category, the theme with the highest frequency was sex, which
was present in fifty-four songs or 36% of the total. Then, material wealth; fame was present in
fifty-two, or 35% of the songs, The “n” word was present in twenty-two, or 15% of the songs,
family was present in eighteen, or 12% of the songs, love was present in nine songs, or 6%, and
dance/ club was present in eight songs, or 5% of the songs.
For each of the categories of themes, there were qualitative aspects of the themes that
shed light on the messages that are communicated through the themes. Most songs, however, did
not just include themes from one category, but instead usually had themes from at least two or
three of the categories. The frequencies of themes were fairly evenly distributed among the three
categories, which shows that all three scripts surrounding hip hop are supported by the data in
some ways. The traditional script had the highest frequencies of themes. The context of the hip
hop industry as profiting of the narrative of the traditional script may help explain the prevalence
of the themes of the traditional script, but the themes of the counternarrative are especially
important in understanding the whole story. The themes from the traditional script and the
counternarrative were intertwined, and often they could not be understood without the other. So,
these themes cannot be recognized as separate; instead, they should be analyzed together. These
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interconnections demonstrate how often considered negative themes related to violence, crime,
and drugs are often symptoms of structural and institutional violence and marginalization, as
seen in the themes of the counternarrative. The “neutral” themes, too, were interwoven with
themes from both scripts, suggesting that all institutions were affected by structural
marginalization.

The Traditional Script
Misogyny
Misogyny: objectification, naming and shaming was the second most common theme,
present in 66 songs, or 44%, of the sample. This number is double the 22% of songs with
misogyny that Weitzer and Kubrin (2009) found in their sample from 1992-2000. This stark
difference could be partially influenced by methodology, as my method of coding for themes
was very liberal in recording themes, noting a song as including misogyny: naming and shaming
if it had used derogatory names toward women even once in the song. Despite this methodology,
the presence of derogatory names demonstrates normalization of misogyny at a lower level that
could translate to acceptance of more severe acts of gender-based violence. The doubling of the
number of songs with misogyny between these two studies could be influenced by the increased
commercialization that the genre of hip hop experienced around 2000, which marked the end of
Weitzer and Kubrin’s sample and was near the beginning of mine. The stark percentage
difference from 22% to 44% suggests that misogyny in rap has increased since 2000. The
normalization of derogatory names and objectification of women in my sample suggests that
misogyny is considered a normal part of rap music today.
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The most common manifestations of misogyny: objectification, naming and shaming
were derogatory names, including “bitch,” “hoe,” and “slut,” as well as objectification, often by
artists reducing women to their use for sex or the way their body looks. Some songs were
centered almost exclusively on the theme of misogyny, as well as sex and dance/club, echoing
what Weitzer and Kubrin (2009:459) call a full-fledged “status degradation ceremony” directed
at women. One song that was almost exclusively about objectifying women was “Right Thurr”
by Chingy. His chorus is an objectifying celebration of a woman he saw dancing in the club:
Swing your hips when you’re walkin’, let down your hair
I like the way you do that right thurr
Lick your lips when you’re walkin’, that make me stir.
In several verses, he raps more explicitly about objectification, saying “I swooped on her like an
eagle swoopin’ down on its prey” and “just look at her front and back, man she so stacked and
she know that I want that.” Usually, though, the theme of misogyny: objectification, naming and
shaming was present among other main messages in the song, demonstrating that misogyny is a
common thread through many songs that center on a variety of themes.
The theme of misogyny: predation and violence was less prevalent, with 11 songs, or 7%
of the sample including this theme. The greater severity of this form of misogyny means that
instances of misogyny: predation and violence are especially problematic. One example of this
theme is in Eminem’s “Puke,” when he talks to his ex-girlfriend, rapping “"I hate your f***in’
guts you f***in slut I hope you die.” Direct wishes of violence like this one were not common in
the sample, but the very presence of them at all is still troubling.
Homophobia and transphobia were also found in the songs, although this theme was not
as common, present in 10 songs, or 7% of the sample. Often the presence of homophobia or
transphobia was related to gender roles, criticizing men for being a “pussy” or acting too much
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like a woman. In Jadakiss’ “Shoot-Outs,” he exemplifies the adherence to strict gender roles for
men: "You "so bitch" that your parents probably think they got a daughter.” The relation to
gender roles shows that the theme of homophobia and transphobia is often an extension of
misogyny, promoting the view that men shouldn’t want to be like women, who are weaker.
The gender of the artist also impacted the use of misogyny in their songs. Out of the 150
song sampled, only five songs were rapped by women artists, and these five songs represented
only two artists, Missy Elliot, who had one song in the sample, and Nicki Minaj, who had four
songs in the sample. In all the songs by women artists, misogyny: objectification, naming and
shaming was present in two out of the five songs, or 40%, which is a similar percentage to the
overall 44% of songs with that theme despite the gender of artist. Misogyny: predation and
violence, was present in one song with a female artist, which is 20% of all the songs with a
female artist. This 20% is greater than the 7% of songs in the total sample that included the
theme misogyny: predation and violence. However, in the two songs by a woman artist where
misogyny was present, the artist was rapping from a male persona. This demonstrates that
misogyny in rap music is especially prevalent in songs with a male artist, or with a male persona.
Nicki Minaj is known for her “alter egos” who she uses to rap from a different perspective. In an
interview, she called one of these personas, Roman Zolanski, her “gay-boy alter ego” (Hogan
2011). Both songs with misogyny present were songs where she rapped from her alter ego of
Roman: “Roman Holiday” and “Roman Reloaded.” In “Roman Holiday,” Minaj as Roman calls
her haters “hoes” and “bitches,” and at one point even threatens violence, which is when the
theme misogyny: predation and violence, was noted:
And this what I do when a bitch breaks flock
Imma put her in a dungeon under, under
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Later, she raps as Roman that “if I’m being honest I am such a great guy,” normalizing Roman’s
misogyny. The theme of misogyny was not present in Minaj’s other songs in the sample, “Pink
Friday” or “Bed of Lies,” both of which she raps as herself, which suggests that she sees men as
misogynistic, but not herself. Women artists’ use of misogyny through male alter egos could also
demonstrate the need for women to compensate for their gender in order to gain acceptance in an
industry of predominantly-male artists.

Counternarratives: Themes of Marginalization
Emotional Vulnerability
As I read through the songs’ lyrics, I kept seeing expressions of pain, emotions, and
vulnerability. Although often this vulnerability was related to other themes, it seemed to be a
theme by itself to talk about emotional pain and feelings. This was one theme that was not
present in previous content analyses, so I created a new category titled emotional vulnerability.
Washington (2018) illustrates how rap music can be applied to counseling for black male clients,
which demonstrates that there is something in rap music that encourages expression of
vulnerability. Hip hop artists’ expression of their emotional vulnerability may be part of why hip
hop is useful in counseling and therapy.
Emotional vulnerability was the third most common theme in the counternarratives
category, with 30 songs having this theme, or 20% of the sample. Several artists in the sample
related that hip hop music was a way that they processed emotions and recognized their pain.
B.oB. in “Airplanes, Part II” muses that as a kid he was “hoping for a record deal, to re-know my
pain,” and later in “So Hard to Breathe,” he raps that “I’ve seen the mountains, a wild childhood,
that’s why I sing about it.” Rick Ross, in “I’m Only Human” raps: “I’m writing down my
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feelings, never knew it was rap.” In “Freedom of Preach,” Ludacris speaks directly to God:
“thanks for giving the gift of rap to write my feelings down.” It is clear in these lyrics that rap
music is an emotional refuge, allowing artists to express their feelings in a productive manner.

“Neutral” Themes
The themes in the neutral category were also related to the other scripts. The themes
“material wealth/fame,” “sex,” “dance/club,” and “the ‘n’ word” are all generally considered as
negative themes when considering people’s perception of the influence of music on listeners.
The themes “love,” “family,” and “religion,” on the other hand, are often considered to be
positive influences. These themes were still coded as neutral, though, because they represent
more general themes that are not the main critique of hip hop—for example, those concerned
with hip hop music’s depiction of sex usually have a more specific concern with misogyny or
objectification. From qualitative study, though, it is evident that these seemingly “neutral”
themes are intricately connected to greater messages in the songs, and they must be understood
within the context of other themes of marginalization from the counternarrative.
Family
The theme of family was present in 12% of the songs, and the portrayal of family was
both negative and positive in different songs. Sometimes, the mention of family in a negative
light was used as an example of the greater theme of marginalization, manifested in family
breakdown. In Rick Ross’ “I’m Only Human,” he raps about the experience of growing up
without his father:
12 years old and you dealin’ crack
Your momma only 26, how she deal with that?
Got a deadbeat dad, but he far from dead…
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One thing that I wish I could change
Just to see my daddy wavin’ at a football game…
Family is also explored later in Ross’ song when he raps about his own kids:
Wake up Sunday morning, wanna see my son
He already wanna see his sister, he ain’t seen in months
I know it’s about the dollars, so I’m steamin’ blunts
At the custody hearing and I’m clean as fuck!
Although at first sight the theme of family is neutral, this theme and others in the “neutral”
category are deeply interconnected with other themes, and the theme of family as family
breakdown sheds light on the institutional breakdown of the family in the context of poverty,
racism, and incarceration. Split apart due to custody disputes, Ross talks of issues of drugs and
money affecting his family being “clean as fuck” of drugs and knowing it’s about “the dollars.”
It could be that these problems of drugs, teenage pregnancy, deadbeat dads, and money issues are
Ross’s own fault— Ross himself uses an individualistic argument to explain his shortcomings,
admitting “I’m only human/ I’m a man, I make mistakes” at a constant refrain throughout the
song. There are deeper issues present in the song, though, including poverty, which is
demonstrated when Ross raps about his childhood:
Our house burnt down, we livin’ in motels…
Goddamn! Now the tears won’t stop!
Momma held down three jobs, can she live on top?
As a kid with his father gone and a teenage mother struggling, Ross’ decision to deal crack at 12
makes sense as one of the only viable opportunities he perceived in his life. Even so, his
emotional struggles and family poverty could easily be missed by a listener, as they are masked
by the main refrain “I make mistakes.” Two different listeners could hear different stories—one
story of drug abuse, bad families, and individual failings which fits the traditional script, and
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another story of poverty, vulnerability, and lack of opportunities which fits the counternarrative.
This shows the importance of understanding the themes of the traditional script in their context
of marginalization.

Interconnections between Themes
Violence: Victim and Perpetrator
Two themes that were significant in the sample were threat of violence, which was in 44
songs, or 29% of the sample, and threatening violence, which was in 35 songs, or 23% of the
sample. Violence is often a major concern for critics of hip hop music, and from my content
analysis it is apparent that violence is a major theme in the songs. Twenty-nine percent of songs
in the sample had the theme of threat of violence, which is a greater percentage than the 23%
with the theme of threatening violence. This suggests that the violence present in hip hop is more
often an account of artists experiencing violence, rather than an account of the artists being
violent or advocating for violence. The two themes of violence are also connected, because
threatening violence is an understandable reaction to a great presence and threat of violence. In
fact, 18 out of 35, or 51% of the songs with the theme of threatening violence also had the theme
of threat of violence.
Both themes of violence are well demonstrated in T. I’s “Bankhead,” when T.I. raps
about being threatened and then subsequently threatens violence back:
If you wanna assault make it stop you must be fuckin’ with me
If they don’t wanna die tonight
They best stop fuckin’ with me.
In T.I.’s song, the conception is violence is very individualistic, as one group of people is
threatening violence on T.I., and he is responding with a threat of death back to the individuals.
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Other songs continue this individual conception of violence, like 50 Cent in his song “Ski Mask
Way,” as he responds to someone threatening to “spray” at him, referring to the firing of bullets:
You wanna spray at me go ahead; the last n**** that tried
Got hit, keeled over, and bled ‘til he died.
Other artists take a more structural approach to violence, commenting on how structural
forces encourage or make violence necessary. The Game, in the song “Church for Thugs,”
outlines his view on the structural nature of gang violence:
Every time one of my n***** get shot the more I suffer
Cause we trapped inside a world where you’re forced to die for your colors.
The Game uses terms that indicate a lack of control, including “trapped” and “forced,” which
demonstrates that he believes that structural forces, not individual will, are the underlying cause
of violence on the streets. Later he compares economic competition between men on the streets
to a cage:
N***** catching feelings
Cause I’m about millions…
A banana to a guerilla
Put us in the same cage and Imma have to peel ‘em.
Denoting himself as a guerrilla and his competitor as a banana, The Game implies that when two
people are pitted against each other in life trying to make “millions”, violence becomes
necessary to maintain a status— “Imma have to peel ‘em.” This violence has nothing to do with
individual grudges, in his opinion—he chastises people for “catching feelings” when they are
targeted, because the competition is inevitable.
Material Wealth, Material Deprivation, and Ego
Another juxtaposition of opposite concepts is that of material wealth and material
deprivation. The artists regularly speak of both poverty and of riches, demonstrating the unique
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nature of hip hop as a “rags to riches” story, where many artists come from poverty to achieve
great status and wealth. Thirty-five percent of songs had the theme of material wealth or fame,
and 17% of the songs had the theme of material deprivation. Often, the two themes went
together—12 songs in total included both themes. The contrast between poverty and wealth
within hip hop is especially interesting since the artists express experiences living in both social
classes. In “Compton,” Kendrick Lamar explains how drastically his social class has changed
since he became famous:
I come a long way from a hundred dollars a month
To a hundred mil’ in a day, bitch I’m from
Compton, Compton, ain’t no city quite like mine
In several songs the presence of both themes seems to convey a belief in meritocracy in
America’s class system- the idea that people succeed based on their own merit and hard work.
Multiple artists refer to themselves as “self-made,” highlighting the hard work they had to do to
get where they are. Indeed, talk about material wealth also often corresponds with the theme ego
or flaunting Wealth, as artists explain their own success as a result of their own prowess.
Difficulty of life on the “streets” and the traditional script
Another common theme was difficulty of life on the “streets,” “the hood,” “the ghetto,”
or “the projects,” which was present in 30 songs, or 20% of the sample. Often when the “streets”
were mentioned, so were other themes like violence, criminal Activity, and drugs and alcohol.
The “streets,” “hood,” “ghetto,” and “projects” are all social locations relating to urban poverty.
Urban poverty is often associated with violence, crime, and drug use, but these are likely
consequences of other problems like unemployment and lack of representation in viable
opportunities in the labor market. Ludacris, in his song “Freedom of Preach,” aptly expresses
these connections:
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Did you now know that your environment has shaped you?
Where you were born, in the projects, in the ghettos
In the upper downtown, wherever it was
The people around you, the things around you
Cause you to do strange things because you were seeking to learn
But what you learned, was on the streets, and not in the book.
Ludacris employs a causal connection between the “environment” and “strange things,” later
implied to be things like “killing,” “stealing,” and “disrespecting our women.”
Other artists comment on the relation between life in urban poverty and crime or “bad:
behavior, too, using varying levels of causality to explain the connection. B.o.B., during a long
stretch of rapping about the pain of his childhood in “So Hard to Breathe,” says:
But come to think about it I can’t even count the days
That I spent starvin’ tryin’ to find some decent housing
It’s why I’m always smiling but on this beat I seem so violent
Referencing urban poverty manifested in lack of “decent housing,” B.o.B. explains his violent
lyrics as the result of his experience growing up poor. He later comments on how life in urban
poverty leaves you little options to success:
We knew we were struggling we just actin’ like we wasn’t
It was either make it rapping, if not that then hustling
Instead of blaming the individual for choosing an illegal route to “make it” by “hustling,” or
selling illegal drugs, B.o.B. here acknowledges that “struggling” financially often gives people
little choices to make money, and that that choice makes sense in the context of the environment.
50 Cent in “Ryder Music” comments on the connection between violence and street life,
especially concerning “thugging,” or working in the drug trade, saying “I put my life on the line
when I’m out on the street.”
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Another theme from the traditional script that connects with the theme difficulty of Life
on the “street,” as well as other themes from the counternarrative, is drugs and alcohol. YG’s
“Really Be (Smokin N Drinkin)” expresses these connections. In the beginning of his song, YG
raps about his experiences in poverty growing up, demonstrating the theme material deprivation
as well as difficulty of life in urban poverty:
If I don’t make it with this rap shit, n****, I might be homeless
My moms don’t got a job, my pop’s checks ain’t enough
If I ain’t bringin’ home that money, my whole family is fucked.
YG’s experience of poverty connects to multiple other institutions, demonstrating the difficulty
of life when surrounded by institutional constraints in the housing market, labor market, child
support, and in the family. YG experiences intense pressure on all fronts for him to provide
economically, which causes a toll on him that makes him want to use drugs. YG later introduces
the chorus of the song, which exhibits that his drinking and smoking are the result of his
struggles:
I be going through some things, you don’t know what I’ve been thinkin’
That’s why I really be smokin’ and I really be drinkin’.
Kendrick Lamar, in his song “Mortal Man,” uses a thought-provoking story about caterpillars
and butterflies in the end of his song which sheds more light on the interconnections between the
traditional script and the counternarrative:
The caterpillar is a prisoner to the streets that conceived it
Its only job is to eat or consume everything around it, in order to protect itself from this
mad city
While consuming its environment the caterpillar begins to notice ways to survive
One thing it noticed is how much the world shuns him, but praises the butterfly
The butterfly represents the talent, the thoughtfulness, and the beauty within the
caterpillar
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But having a harsh outlook on life the caterpillar sees the butterfly as weak
And figures out a way to pimp it to his own benefits
Already surrounded by this mad city
The caterpillar goes to work on the cocoon which institutionalizes him
He can no longer see past his own thoughts
He’s trapped
When trapped inside these walls certain ideas start to take roots
Such as going home, and bringing back new concepts to this mad city
The result?
Wings begin to emerge, breaking the cycle of feeling stagnant
Finally free, the butterfly sheds light on situations
That the caterpillar never considered, ending the eternal struggle
Although the butterfly and caterpillar are completely different
They are one and the same.
As “caterpillars,” young black and brown men growing up on “the streets” “consume everything
around” them, destroying their environment in order to protect themselves, doing things like
selling drugs or being violent. The caterpillar recognizes his own oppression as “the world shuns
him, but praises the butterfly.” Although the caterpillar is “trapped” by the cocoon of his
environment and institutional constraints, once he recognizes this, he can become a butterfly, full
of understanding about his situation and others. Lamar’s vision of a butterfly flourishing through
understanding brings hope to the reality of institutional constraints which can often seem to
determine our lives. Although the forces of oppression, seen in the themes of the
“counternarratives,” are powerful in shaping the life-course, they can be altered—Lamar speaks
of the butterfly “going home and bringing new concepts to this mad city,” “breaking the cycle,”
and “ending the eternal struggle.” Lamar argues that this happens through an understanding of
your environment and the institutions that have shaped you, and he notes that this can be done
through rap:
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In my opinion only hope that we kinda have left
Is music and vibrations
Lotta people don’t understand how important it is.
Research can also be important in gaining understanding, if it goes beyond traditional
understandings to seek out root causes of problems. It is not enough to understand solely the
“traditional script” or solely “the counternarrative”—they are intricately connected, and the
problems manifested in the themes from the traditional script must be understood in the overall
context of marginalization seen in the themes of the counternarrative.

DISCUSSION / CONCLUSION
Overall, the traditional script and the counternarrative both had prevalent themes, with
the most common themes of drugs and alcohol; misogyny: objectification, naming and shaming;
sex; material wealth, fame; and threat of violence. The themes from both scripts were intertwined
with each other, indicating that negative acts of criminal activity, drug use, and violence must be
understood in relation to a context of marginalization. The artists themselves recognized these
interconnections, and many pointed out how they saw their lives influenced by their context.
Many artists also used their music as a way to process marginalization they experienced.
The main contribution of this research to the literature is the importance of the
interconnections of themes. Themes from the traditional script of hip hop, although prevalent in
hip hop songs, cannot be fully understood without an understanding of accompanying themes of
structural violence and marginalization. Similarly, marginalization has a role in producing the
traditional scripts, due to institutional constraints pushing people to the few viable options for
success and their use as coping mechanisms for marginalized experience. The prevalence of the
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traditional script in hip hop also has an important connection to the commercialization of the
industry and the incentive of corporations to push forward certain narratives to increase profits.
To be clear, this does not mean that the prevalence of the traditional script has anything
to do with characteristics inherent to people themselves, but rather this conclusion seeks to
emphasize the importance of our environments and surrounding institutions in shaping, although
not completely determining, life courses and choices. The data show that there are important
interconnections between the themes of the traditional script and themes of marginalization,
which suggests that social problems like crime and drug use are connected to structural
conditions. This means that these social problems merit a structural and institutional response.
To change people’s life courses who are in a position of marginalization, the focus should not be
on changing individuals, but instead on ending structural oppression. Some possible solutions
include changing institutions to make them more equitable and challenging systemic inequalities
of class, race, and gender.
Future Research
Future research should consider the importance of studying both themes from the
traditional script and themes from the counternarratives and their interconnections. There were
many limitations to this project because of time constraints, which meant that I had to focus my
research on a particular scope. Although this allowed the research to be in depth within its scope,
there are many other directions of study that were missed in this research. Differences in
methodology could produce interesting research to compare to this study. Instead of sampling
from full-length albums, a future research project could sample from singles, as listening to
singles in created playlists is an increasingly popular way to consume music (Samuelson, 2016).
For my project, I coded for themes in the songs and only noted whether or not a certain theme
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was present in the song. Future research could code for similar themes, noting also the frequency
of the theme’s presence within the songs. This method could shed more light on the notion of
“hidden scripts” in hip hop music, where artists may try to hide messages of social justice or
resistance in less pronounced verses of the song so that they can sell their music to a label that
demands a certain narrative.
Another interesting area for future research could deal with gender and misogyny in rap.
With a simple random sample, my sample produced only five songs total by women artists, but
the qualitative data I found showed interesting patterns by gender, suggesting that misogyny in
rap music is a problem primarily for male artists. Another study could address the impact of the
gender of the artist on misogyny in rap music better with a stratified sample of songs that would
produce enough songs by female artists for the results to be statistically relevant. Other factors
could also be analyzed in their impact on misogyny in rap, including the independence of the
record label and the race of the artist. Another study could also replicate Weitzer and Kubrin’s
methodology in analyzing misogyny in rap music for the time period of my sample. My research
suggests that misogyny has increased in the later time period, as I found that 44% of the songs in
my sample from 2003-2017 included the theme of Misogyny, compared to 22% from Weitzer
and Kubrin’s 1992-2000 sample. Research from this later time period could confirm or
complicate my results with a more accurate replication of methodology.
As demonstrated in the content of these songs, the commercialization of hip hop and its
effects on musical content is perceived by hip hop artists. The prevalence of the traditional script
and the data indicating that hip hop labels make more profit off this script suggest that the hip
hop industry plays a part in shaping the narrative within hip hop songs. Future research could be
done to examine this linkage even more. One potential future study could analyze the songs or
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albums of specific artists over time and over different record labels. When they first started in the
industry, some hip hop artists signed with major record labels to get their names out, and then
later moved to independent labels or made their own labels once they were well-known (Coward,
2015). By analyzing the thematic content of the artists’ music over time at different record
labels, researchers could find out if larger record labels coincide with songs that have more
themes fitting the traditional script. This would suggest that record labels do have an influence
on shaping the narrative, and that they do have an incentive to push forward the traditional script.
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Appendix A. Sample
SAMPLE
Song

Album

Artist

Year Album Was in Top Charts

Right Thurr

Jackpot

Chingy

2003

Happy Valentine's Day

Speakerboxxx/The Love Below

OutKast

2003

Business

The Eminem Show

Eminem

2003

Last Call

Speakerboxxx/The Love Below

OutKast

2003

Say Goodbye Hollywood

The Eminem Show

Eminem

2003

Fuck All Nite

The Blueprint 2: The Gift And The Curse

Jay-Z

2003

Hailie's Song

The Eminem Show

Eminem

2003

Military Minds

Better Dayz

2Pac

2003

Can You Hear Me

Under Construction

Missy Elliott

2003

Who Do U Believe In

Better Dayz

2Pac

2003

Footprints

Beg For Mercy

G Unit

2004

School Spirit

The College Dropout

Kanye West

2004

Threat

The Black Album

JAY-Z

2004

Get Em High

The College Dropout

Kanye West

2004

Shoot Outs

Kiss Of Death

Jadakiss

2004

Moment of Clarity

The Black Album

JAY-Z

2004

Getting' It In

Kiss Of Death

Jadakiss

2004

We Got

Chicken*N*Beer

Ludacris

2004

Call 9-1-1

Terrorist Threats

Westside Connection

2004

Art & Life (Chi-Roc)

Kamikaze

Twista

2004

One Shot 2 Shot

Encore

Eminem

2005

Prayin for Help

Urban legend

T.I.

2005

Lovers & Friends

Crunk Juice

Lil Jon & The East Side Boyz

2005

Lets Get Blown

R&G (Rhythm & Gangsta): The Masterpiece

Snoop Dogg

2005

Standing Ovation

Let's Get It: Thug Motivation 101

Young Jeezy

2005

Church for Thugs

The Documentary

The Game

2005

Ryder Music

The Massacre

50 Cent

2005

Puke

Encore

Eminem

2005

Bottom of the Map

Let's Get It: Thug Motivation 101

Young Jeezy

2005

Ski Mask Way

The Massacre

50 Cent

2005

There It Go (The Whistle Song)

What The Game's Been Missing!

Juelz Santana

2006

I'm Bad

Port of Miami

Rick Ross

2006

Ill Do It All

The Big Bang

Busta Rhymes

2006

Runaway Love

Release Therapy

Ludacris

2006

Bankhead

King

T.I.

2006
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Dope Boy Magic

New Joc City

Yung Joc

2006

Freedom of Preach

Release Therapy

Ludacris

2006

Prayer

Port of Miami

Rick Ross

2006

Im Talkin To You

King

T.I.

2006

Im a G

Port of Miami

Rick Ross

2006

Respect This Hustle

T.I. Vs T.I.P.

T.I.

2007

Army Gunz

Like Father, Like Son

Birdman & Lil Wayne

2007

Watch What You Say to Me

T.I. Vs T.I.P.

T.I.

2007

Money Over Bullshit

Hip Hop Is Dead

Nas

2007

Good Life

Graduation

Kanye West

2007

Boss' Life

Tha Blue Carpet Treatment

Snoop Dogg

2007

Wouldn't Get Far

Doctor's Advocate

The Game

2007

I Wonder

Graduation

Kanye West

2007

I Luv It

The Inspiration

Young Jeezy

2007

Ol' English

Doctor's Advocate

The Game

2007

Ya'll My N****s

Untitled

Nas

2008

Sweet

AMERICAN GANGSTER

Jay-Z

2008

Let the Beat Build

Tha Carter III

Lil Wayne

2008

Ol' Lady

DEFINITION OF REAL

Plies

2008

Billionaire

Trilla

Rick Ross

2008

La La

Tha Carter III

Lil Wayne

2008

Mrs. Officer

Tha Carter III

Lil Wayne

2008

Luxury Tax

Trilla

Rick Ross

2008

I'm Only Human

Trilla

Rick Ross

2008

Streets on Fire

Lupe Fiasco's The Cool

Lupe Fiasco

2008

Old Time's Sake

Relapse

Eminem

2009

Yamaha Mama

iSouljaBoyTellem

Soulja Boy Tell'em

2009

Death Wish

The Last Kiss

Jadakiss

2009

My Mom

Relapse

Eminem

2009

Sex 4 Suga

Universal Mind Control

Common

2009

Inhale

Universal Mind Control

Common

2009

Soulja Boy Tell 'Em

iSouljaBoyTellem

Soulja Boy Tell'em

2009

I Do It for Hip Hop

Theater of The Mind

Ludacris

2009

Who Are They

EMERITUS

Scarface

2009

Hello

Relapse

Eminem

2009

Stupid Wild

The State Vs. Radric Davis

Gucci Mane

2010

Won't Back Down

Recovery

Eminem

2010

Airplanes, Part II

B.o.B Presents: The Adventures of Bobby Ray

B.o.B

2010

On Fire

Rebirth

Lil Wayne

2010
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Every Girl in the World

We Are Young Money

Young Money

2010

Da Da Da

Rebirth

Lil Wayne

2010

25 to Life

Recovery

Eminem

2010

Stretch

Before I Self-Destruct

50 Cent

2010

Hold Me Down

Before I Self-Destruct

50 Cent

2010

Ok, You're Right

Before I Self-Destruct

50 Cent

2010

Rooftops

Rolling Papers

Wiz Khalifa

2011

It's Good

Tha Carter IV

Lil Wayne

2011

I Can't Help It

No Mercy

T.I.

2011

All Black Everything

Lasers

Lupe FIasco

2011

Star of the Show

Rolling Papers

Wiz Khalifa

2011

That's My Bitch

Watch The Throne

JAY-Z, Kanye West

2011

Ghost!

Man On The Moon II: The Legend Of Mr. Rager

Kid Cudi

2011

Beautiful Lasers (2 Ways)

Lasers

Lupe FIasco

2011

Dear Old Nicki

Pink Friday

Nicki Minaj

2011

President Carter

Tha Carter IV

Lil Wayne

2011

Back When

Life Is Good

Nas

2012

Chandelier

Strange Clouds

B.o.B

2012

Castles

Strange Clouds

B.o.B

2012

Compton

good kid, m.A.A.d city

Kendrick Lamar

2012

So Hard to Breathe

Strange Clouds

B.o.B

2012

Money Trees

good kid, m.A.A.d city

Kendrick Lamar

2012

Roman Holiday

Pink Friday: Roman Reloaded

Nicki Minaj

2012

Both of Us

Strange Clouds

B.o.B

2012

Leave You Alone

TM:103: Hustlerz Ambition

Young Jeezy

2012

Roman Reloaded

Pink Friday: Roman Reloaded

Nicki Minaj

2012

Trippy

I Am Not A Human Being II

Lil Wayne

2013

Connect

Nothing Was The Same

Drake

2013

No Limit

O.N.I.F.C.

Wiz Khalifa

2013

On Sight

Yeezus

Kanye West

2013

Cowboy Boots

The Heist

Macklemore & Ryan Lewis

2013

JAY Z Blue

Magna Carta... Holy Grail

JAY-Z

2013

Let Nas Down

Born Sinner

J. Cole

2013

Part II (On the Run)

Magna Carta... Holy Grail

JAY-Z

2013

Wu-Tang Forever

Nothing Was The Same

Drake

2013

I Am a God

Yeezus

Kanye West

2013

Collard Greens

Oxymoron

ScHoolboy Q

2014

I Am

I Am

Yo Gotti

2014

Break the Bank

Oxymoron

ScHoolboy Q

2014
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Ass Drop

Blacc Hollywood

Wiz Khalifa

2014

Sorry Momma

My Krazy Life

YG

2014

The Purge

Oxymoron

ScHoolboy Q

2014

BPT

My Krazy Life

YG

2014

No Miracles

My Own Lane

Kid Ink

2014

Gangsta

Oxymoron

ScHoolboy Q

2014

Really Be (Smokin N Drinkin)

My Krazy Life

YG

2014

Bed of Lies

The Pinkprint

Nicki Minaj

2015

Mortal Man

To Pimp A Butterfly

Kendrick Lamar

2015

Better Things

AT.LONG.LAST.A$AP

A$AP Rocky

2015

I Got the Juice

Dreams Worth More Than Money

Meek Mill

2015

All Your Fault

Dark Sky Paradise

Big Sean

2015

G.O.M.D.

2014 Forest Hills Drive

J. Cole

2015

Win Some, Lose Some

Dark Sky Paradise

Big Sean

2015

M's

AT.LONG.LAST.A$AP

A$AP Rocky

2015

Lord Pretty Flacko Jodye 2

AT.LONG.LAST.A$AP

A$AP Rocky

2015

Diamonds Dancing

What A Time To Be Alive

Drake & Future

2015

No Days Off

Fetty Wap

Fetty Wap

2016

One of Them

When It's Dark Out

G-Eazy

2016

Redemption

Views

Drake

2016

Forgive Me

Church In These Streets

Jeezy

2016

Ask for More

Islah

Kevin Gates

2016

J-Bo

Church In These Streets

Jeezy

2016

La Familia

Islah

Kevin Gates

2016

Hype

Views

Drake

2016

Lil Haiti Baby

EVOL

Future

2016

Silk Road

Black Market

Rick Ross

2016

Fake Love

More Life

Drake

2017

Outta Time

FUTURE

Future

2017

Sunday Morning Jetpack

I Decided.

Big Sean

2017

Owe Me

I Decided.

Big Sean

2017

Light

I Decided.

Big Sean

2017

Neon Guts

Luv Is Rage 2

Lil Uzi Vert

2017

I Fall Apart

Stoney

Post Malone

2017

Pride

DAMN.

Kendrick Lamar

2017

Since Way Back

More Life

Drake

2017

Slippery

Culture

Migos

2017
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Appendix B. Faith and Learning.
Although Christian faith was not part of my motivation for this project, faith is applicable
to this project, especially relating to social justice. Christianity, in my understanding, is deeply
connected with social justice, as demonstrated in Jesus, who radically placed himself on the side
of the oppressed and poor, and whose incarnation embodies God’s ultimate empathy for
humanity. Sociology as a discipline can be used to uncover truths about injustices and
marginalization in our society, and I hope this research helps us get closer to these truths. The
findings of this study demonstrate that people in our country experience marginalization that
should be unacceptable to those of us concerned with the flourishing of God’s creation. Some of
the experiences highlighted in the qualitative accounts make visible an urban poverty in our
country that is so confining that it allows almost no viable options for economic success besides
criminal activity. These experiences are then compounded by racism, inhumane policing,
incarceration, and bias on the part of larger society. When rap artists express these experiences
through the often emotionally healing art of rapping, they are dismissed by many as thugs or
criminals. Meanwhile at the top social class of society, corporate executives profit off this
narrative at the same time as they profit off black and poor marginalization.
Throughout Christian Scripture, God expresses hope for humanity to care for those
oppressed in society, a vision that is radically different from our current reality. As written in
Exodus 22:20-26: “You shall not oppress the poor or vulnerable. God will hear their cry.” As
expressions of vulnerability and marginalization, verses in rap may very well constitute these
cries, expressing anger, distrust, and resistance. If we take Exodus to heart, it is clear that God
hears these cries. The real question is whether or not society hears them, and how we will
respond.

